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Details of Visit:

Author: Chatty-man
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 29 Jan 2018 12:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Discreet building in Fenny Stratford with free parking outside

Was met by the maid who showed me to the top floor and offered a drink.

Shower facilities available and the room itself was clean a comfortable.

The Lady:

As profile states Morgan looks as her age at 23 and has a youthful face.

Very pretty and has a georgeous smile.

Porcelain skinned with ample assets

Alongside her great looks and body, Morgan is great fun, lots of banter, always smiling and overall
has the most engaging personality. It's this for me that makes it so much more of an experience to
spend time with Morgan.

The Story:

So this is not the first time I've seen Morgan, in truth I've become a frequent flyer and enjoy
spending time with her. I feel a well deserved review was in order to compliment the time spent
together. So to the visit..

So after wating a few minutes in the top room, Morgan enters in her all in Red Lacey number and as
ever blows me away with her figure, georgeous smile and London accent

Some cuddling, kissing then onto the bed for an exchange of banter before getting down to some
serous fun.

Now I'm not a kiss and tell kinda guy, but all I can say is that each time is as good as the last, if not
better. The fact we get on so well adds to the pleasure and will keep me coming back for more.
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If your looking for a GFE, you like a chat and you treat Morgan with the respects she deserves, then
I highly recommend..
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